DesignNY Takes an Insider’s Look at...
F&S Design Studio

Outdoor Living Spaces Designed to Inspire

We’ve all experienced it. An invitation to an outdoor gathering – perhaps for a drink, a swim or meal – and the moment you step outside you think, “Wow! What a fantastic space!”

That’s the reaction that outdoor spaces designed by F&S Design Studio typically elicit. F&S designs custom outdoor living spaces such as pools, decks, patios, kitchens, and urban and rooftop gardens. With emphases on fresh perspectives and new ideas, they bring cutting-edge design to Western New York. And, forward-thinking sustainable concepts and materials – more commonly found on the West Coast – are regularly incorporated into F&S Design Studio’s work.

F&S Design Studio takes great pride in their ability to create something unique that expresses a client’s personal flair and individuality. “We often achieve what clients don’t think is possible. In one instance, we turned a concrete slab into a garden oasis. The client was stunned,” says lead designer, Jennifer Fedeson.

“However,” Jennifer adds, “there is more to good design than the aesthetic element. Clients often request sustainable materials, low maintenance and design that fit their lifestyle – something that sets them apart. We achieve all of this.”

And, peace-of-mind is a standard deliverable at every stage of every project. Clients know exactly what to expect because F&S uses state-of-the-art technology to showcase their ideas with three-dimensional images in lieu of traditional two-dimensional renderings that are sometimes difficult for most clients to envision.

As a member of the Buffalo Design Collaborative, F&S Design Studio has access to an extensive network of outstanding professionals to, when needed, partner with. They know exactly who to bring on board for every aspect of construction.

F&S Design Studio delivers comprehensive project management from start-to-finish, ensuring the entire process is easy and comfortable. “We keep a client’s best interest in mind, not trying to sell a product but, rather, to determine the ideal solution for each space and budget,” explains Jennifer. “You typically don’t get that kind of service with landscape installers offering cookie-cutter plans.”
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